NEW! LISA Lab Hack Space

What is LISA Lab? An informal, drop-in hack space where LISA ’13 attendees, invited speakers, and refereed paper authors can engage in guided live demos of infrastructures and tools presented in the formal talks. Equipment and tools will be available for in depth exploring and discussions. The Lab will be open all day Monday through Thursday during conference hours, and as a Super BoF after hours.

- Extension of “hallway track” conversations into real demos
- Continuation of invited talks and refereed paper presentations in a less formal setting
- Work-in-Progress demos/commentary
- Technology show-off
- Mentoring by on-site Lab “guru”

Help make LISA Lab a success by underwriting the lab costs, or donating equipment!

Lab Sponsor (1 available)  $20,000
- Banner in LISA Lab
- Logo and link on LISA Web site, and on LISA Lab Web page
- Acknowledgement in the LISA ’13 conference directory
- Acknowledgment in LISA ’13 social media sites and email blasts
- Opportunity to distribute literature in LISA Lab
- Opportunity to donate/lend branded equipment/software (no active sales presence)
- Opt-in contact information from LISA Lab attendees
- Acknowledgement at LISA Reception, with option to give away product during raffle
- 10’ x 10’ booth space in LISA ’13 exhibit hall

1-Day Lab Sponsor (4 available)  $5,000
- Logo on sign at your sponsored station in the Lab
- Logo and link on LISA ’13 Web site and on LISA Lab Web page
- Acknowledgement in the LISA ’13 conference directory
- Acknowledgment in LISA social media sites and email blasts
- Opportunity to distribute literature in LISA Lab
- Opportunity to donate/lend branded equipment/software (no active sales presence)
- Discounted booth space in LISA ’13 exhibit hall

General Sponsor (6 available)  $2,500
- Logo and link on LISA ’13 Web site and on LISA Lab Web page
- Acknowledgement in the LISA ’13 conference directory
- Acknowledgment in LISA social media sites and email blasts
- Opportunity to distribute literature in LISA Lab

Want to see your company product featured?
The organizers are looking for donations and loans of hardware, prizes, cloud resources e.g.: VMs, NAS, switches

Pizza, soda, coffee, donuts…we need lots!
Pizza Party Kick-Off Sponsor: $5,000

Become a USENIX Supporter
Maximize your impact across the USENIXverse, increase your visibility, and get the best discount on your sponsorship: Become a USENIX Supporter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Cost per year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USENIX Partner</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USENIX and LISA SIG Partner</td>
<td>$6,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Logo and link on the USENIX Web site
- Name in all USENIX conference proceedings
- Complimentary Corporate Membership
- 10% discount on all event sponsorship, exhibit space, and more as noted here: www.usenix.org/usenix-corporate-supporter-program

LISA SIG Partners also receive:
- Logo and link on the LISA SIG Web site: www.usenix.org/lisa
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